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Incentives for 2nd CCD Challenge (Become Energy Literate)

Take CCD Challenge and get rewarded : 1st 100 schools | 1st 100 colleges |
1st 100 institutions | 1st organisations

Energy Literacy is the First Step towards climate correction. Energy Swaraj Foundation is
inviting schools and colleges to take our 2nd Climate Correction Day (CCD) challenge. The
Challenge is to become Energy Literate by the 1st February. It takes just three hours to
complete the training. Everyone gets a FREE certificate.

Rewards for organisations:

There are two rewards to be given by Energy Swaraj Foundation

(1) Each school, college, institution, and organisation which makes 100% of their
students/staff (at least 1000 strength) Energy Literate will get a special framed
certificate from Energy Swaraj Foundation.
*Kindly note that the trainees can also be people from the society, families, other
organisations etc.

In addition,

(2) There is a special reward for the first 100 schools and first 100 colleges for
completing the challenge before 1st Feb. A solar suitcase worth Rs. 20,000 will be
provided.

Each solar suitcase will have 4 Solar Panels, 2 Multimeters, 1 Solar Radiation Meter, 1
Temperature Meter, 1 Level Meter, 1 Compass, 1 Magnifying Glass, 2 Batteries, 2 DC
Motors, LEDS, Screw Driver, Connectors and Wires. All these components will be kept
in a suitcase, in a manner that this mini suitcase becomes a lab.

With the solar suitcase, students will be able to perform 10 experiments on
measuring solar radiation, generating current, measuring current and voltage from
solar panel under different solar radiations, series and parallel connection of solar
radiation, impact of temperature on performance of solar panel, running of LEDs and
motors with solar panel.
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Rewards for Individuals:

Any individual with interest to volunteer for climate correction can become eligible
for a reward.

Volunteers must be Energy Literate himself. Then he can register as a volunteer and
create a unique dashboard and link for himself.

Volunteers can encourage other individuals and institutions to take up Energy
Literacy Training.

1. If volunteers gets at 100 people to get ELT completed through his unique link,
then volunteer gets special appreciation certificate

2. For completing 250 people, the volunteers gets appreciation certificate and
a hoodie with Energy Swaraj Logo and text “I am Energy Literate”

3. For completing 500 people, the volunteers get an appreciation certificate, a
hoodie and a set of 5 solar diyas.
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